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Abstract 

The smart collection and sharing of data is an important part of cloud-based systems, since huge amounts of data 
are being created all the time. This feature allows users to distribute data to particular recipients, while also allowing 
data proprietors to selectively grant access to their data to users. Ensuring data security and privacy is a formidable 
task when selective data is acquired and exchanged. One potential issue that emerges is the risk that data may be 
transmitted by cloud servers to unauthorized users or individuals who have no interest in the particular data or user 
interests. The prior research lacks comprehensive solutions for balancing security, privacy, and usability in secure data 
selective sharing schemes inside Cloud-Based decentralized trust management systems. Motivating factors for set-
tling this gap contain growing concerns concerning data privacy, the necessity for scalable and interoperable frame-
works, and the increasing dependency on cloud services for data storage and sharing, which necessitates robust 
and user-friendly mechanisms for secure data management. An effective and obviously secure data selective shar-
ing and acquisition mechanism for cloud-based systems is proposed in this work. We specifically start by important 
a common problematic related to the selective collection and distribution of data in cloud-based systems. To address 
these issues, this study proposes a Cloud-based Decentralized Trust Management System (DTMS)-connected Efficient, 
Provably Secure Data Selection Sharing Scheme (EPSDSS). The EPSDSS approach employs attribute-based encryption 
(ABE) and proxy re-encryption (PRE) to provide fine-grained access control over shared data. A decentralized trust 
management system provides participant dependability and accountability while mitigating the dangers of central-
ized trust models. The EPSDSS-PRE paradigm would allow data owners to regulate granular access while allowing 
users to customize data collection without disclosing their preferences. In our strategy, the EPSDSS recognizes shared 
data and generates short fingerprints for information that can elude detection before cloud storage. DTMS also com-
putes user trustworthiness and improves user behaviour administration. Our research demonstrates that it’s able 
to deliver trustworthy and safe data sharing features in cloud-based environments, making it a viable option for enter-
prises seeking to protect sensitive data while maximizing collaboration and utilization of resources.
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Introduction
Artificial intelligence (AI) can be deployed more quickly 
due to the large amount of training data that 5G and 
Internet of Things (IoT) technology developments have 
made available. In the context of data governance and 
sharing, protecting privacy and guaranteeing data secu-
rity have become crucial problems at the same time. 
Strong risks to individual privacy have been brought 
about by powerful data mining and analysis. In the past, 
the majority of users made the decision to share and dis-
tribute their data through cloud servers. The vast majority 
of data stored in cloud storage, especially that generated 
by IoT devices with direct connections to human life, is 
extremely sensitive. A person may face serious problems 
if their personal information is unlawfully obtained or 
leaked and is connected to their real identity. These data 
have certain features and may include personal informa-
tion about their life, work, and health. For all contempo-
rary businesses using big data and AI, then, integrating 
data and generating value while preserving data security 
and privacy has become an essential problem [1].

Cloud computing has become widely accepted in both 
personal and professional domains because to the rapid 
advances in computer science and the advent of concepts 
like big data and the Internet of Things (IoT). Our work 
methods and way of life have been profoundly impacted 
by this technology [2, 3]. The advantages of cloud stor-
age, such as its vast storage capacity, simple usage, high 
degree of flexibility, and lack of platform limitations, have 
drawn the attention of academics and engineers [4]. One 
element of cloud computing is cloud storage. Because 
cloud storage systems offer advantages over local storage, 
more companies and individuals are moving their data to 
them [5, 6].

Data owners in cloud computing must rely on third-
party cloud storage providers to manage their data, data 
integrity is crucial. To solve this issue, scientists are 
developing more and more innovative algorithms for 
explanations of cloud storage data integrity. These algo-
rithms could preserve the accuracy of outsourced data 
while enhancing security [7]. Despite the availability of 
multiple data services, data owners are apprehensive 
to commit their critical data to cloud service provid-
ers (CSPs) for third-party cloud storage due to concerns 
about CSP integrity [8], as well as the shared nature of 
cloud storage environment. Cloud computing, which 
primarily includes both computational and data storage 
components, is very similar to infrastructure as a service 
(IaaS) and cloud storage. The exact location of externally 
managed data in cloud storage or the computers han-
dling those operations are frequently unknown to cloud 
users utilizing Infrastructure as a Service (IaaS). Because 
of this, cloud storage data privacy presents a significant 

security risk, which is exacerbated by the existence of dis-
honest users and leads to issues with data integrity and 
confidentiality. As cloud computing depends on remote 
data storage, cloud storage security is important to its 
success. This reliance increases serious problems for 
cloud storage. In accordance with the ACID (Atomicity, 
Consistency, Isolation, Durability) principles that manage 
transactions, data in integrity is a essential component 
of database system management (DBMS). It includes 
completeness, correctness, and consistency. When CSPs 
are unable to safely ensure that the data they provide in 
response to client inquiries is accurate and comprehen-
sive, a problem arises [9].

One of the most important technologies for safe 
resource sharing is access control. Identity authentication 
and authority distribution are two essential access con-
trol technologies that prevent unauthorized users from 
accessing resources while enabling only authorized legal 
users to perform it. However, access control technology 
must handle two critical challenges immediately: user 
privacy protection and frequent permission changes. To 
overcome these concerns, this research presents a pri-
vacy-preserving dynamic access control paradigm [10]. 
With the advancements made by researchers in remote 
data auditing, businesses no longer need to rely solely 
on local data backup to safeguard the accuracy of out-
sourced data. This innovation verifies the accuracy of the 
data being inspected and helps conserve bandwidth and 
communication resources.

The user interacts with CSP to obtain proof of the orig-
inal data, which confirms the data’s accuracy. Though, 
frequent user involvement with CSP, audit processes, 
and routine data accuracy checks can use many com-
puting and network resources. Researchers devised a 
mechanism known as the third-party auditor to make the 
deployment of public auditing easier. Users can delegate 
the auditing work to a third-party auditor (TPA) using 
this strategy, provided they receive thorough reports on 
the auditing results [11]. Due to its evident benefits over 
private auditing in terms of pricing and practicality, pub-
lic auditing has grown significantly in popularity within 
the auditing system.

On the other hand, the bulk of current public auditing 
methods assumes that TPA will be entirely dependable 
and carry out every audit honestly, significantly increas-
ing security concerns. As an illustration, customers only 
receive the audit’s findings from TPA, while users need to 
be made aware of the auditing procedure. The security of 
the user’s data will be jeopardized if an unreliable third-
party auditor only assures the user that the audit findings 
are valid by performing legitimate audit work. Addition-
ally, being a centralized organization, TPA is vulner-
able to internal and external flaws. If these repercussions 
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result in TPA system failure, it will impact the auditing 
procedure. It’s feasible that TPA and CSP will cooperate 
against their interests to hide data corruption even if eve-
rything is in order [12].

Data owners implement access controls to limit access 
to their information to those who need it. Since cloud 
servers cannot be relied upon to evaluate access con-
straints and make access decisions reliably, it may be 
challenging to enforce these criteria. Sensitive informa-
tion can be protected by encrypting it before sharing it 
with the right people. Inappropriately, as the number of 
users in the system grows exponentially, the amount of 
ciphertext copies generated for each data item also rises 
exponentially, making traditional public key encryp-
tion approaches unsuitable for this task. In a distributed 
environment, Attribute-Based Encryption (ABE) is con-
sidered to be the best technology for resolving issues 
with data security and privacy protection. As a result, 
researchers have recently employed ABE to accomplish 
fine-grained blockchain data access control. Data own-
ers can create extremely detailed access control policies 
with ABE, defining exactly which qualities must be met 
in order to access encrypted data. Only those who are 
permitted and possess the required characteristics can 
decrypt and view the data due to this finely tuned con-
trol, which makes it possible to precisely manage data 
access [13].

In the decentralized storage network, data ownership, 
privacy, and accessibility would all be redefined. Using 
traffic surveillance cameras as an example, the informa-
tion might be kept on a decentralized storage network. 
As a result, everyone can confirm that the data exist, but 
only authorized parties can access them. An encryption 
technique with access control is necessary for several 
entities (like insurance firms) to access data. Conven-
tional symmetric or asymmetric cryptography cannot 
address this criterion since these techniques call for 
identifying the decryption key before the encryption key. 
The proxy re-encryption (PRE) method is suitable for 
exchanging data.

Traditional data exchange systems regularly fail to 
meet modern initiatives security, efficiency, and scal-
ability necessities. Therefore cloud-based decentral-
ized trust management systems have been showed to 
be viable way to address this challenge, it is recogniz-
able that can technique for secure data selective shar-
ing has been predictable. Organizations can improve 
security by integrating decentralized trust management 
systems into cloud-based data sharing frameworks, 
which distributes trust management responsibilities 
and ensures strong protection against illegal access and 
data breaches. Further, establishing an emphasis on 

efficiency paves the way for simpler data sharing meth-
ods, which in turn maximize resource use and reduce 
overhead costs. Furthermore, this method encour-
ages confidence, transparency, and originality in coop-
erative ecosystems, while also serving the purposes of 
compliance and regulatory standards. Finally, the plan 
allows this research to fully benefit from cloud comput-
ing while safeguarding sensitive data and maintaining 
a competitive advantage in today’s digital economy by 
tackling these major issues.

The main contribution of the proposed method is

• This work addresses these issues by providing a 
cloud-based decentralized trust management sys-
tem (DTMS) connected to an Efficient, Provably 
Secure Data Selection Sharing Scheme (EPSDSS).

• The proposed EPSDSS system uses cutting-edge 
cryptographic techniques, including proxy re-
encryption and attribute-based encryption, to allow 
fine-grained control over who has access to what in 
a shared database.

• A decentralized trust management system reduces 
the risks associated with centralized trust models 
by ensuring the reliability and accountability of par-
ticipating entities.

• Users of the EPSDSS-PRE system can change data 
collection without disclosing their choices, and 
data owners are given exact control over access to 
their data.

• In our organization, the EPSDSS can identify 
shared data and provide brief fingerprints for data 
that can effectively evade detection before being 
stored in the cloud.

• The DTMS also evaluates user dependability and 
enhances user behaviour administration based on 
this calculation. Data merging reduces the overall 
quantity of data selection, the burden on users, and 
the cloud load.

• The proposed EPSDSS-PRE systems are robust 
enough to resist the following three types of forgery 
attacks: Impersonation of a cloud service provider, 
selective data forgery, and trust credential forgery.

The rest of this paper is organized as follows. Lit-
erature survey section covers related works. Litera-
ture survey section describes system model and goals. 
Proposed system section investigates some of the pre-
liminary knowledge used in this paper and describes 
detailed implementation specifics. Result and discus-
sion section deals with security and performance analy-
sis. Conclusion section explores into the discussion of 
the conclusion and future approaches.
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Literature survey
Data selective sharing scheme with access control
Zhu et al. [14], access control is a crucial security pre-
caution for protecting private information and sys-
tem assets. Blockchain is a foundational technology 
architecture that combines high value, low cost, and 
trust. Numerous scholars have attempted to address 
the shortcomings of conventional centralized access 
control by merging access control with blockchain 
technologies. Most current blockchain access control 
techniques rely on permission verification and on-
chain storage.

Wang et  al. [15] propose an attribute-based dis-
tributed access control system (ADAC) for IoT that 
employs blockchain technology. To provide more fine-
grained access control in open and lightweight IoT 
devices, the suggested ADAC analyzes variables like 
the manufacturer and the object-specified attribute. 
We generate a smart contract framework that incorpo-
rates a subject contract (SC), an object contract (OC), 
an access control contract (ACC), and numerous pol-
icy contracts (PCs) to maintain and access IoT device 
attributes for distributed and trustworthy access con-
trol (DTAC). SC and OC are in charge of handling sub-
ject and object attribute information, correspondingly. 
PCs are used to administer access control policies. ACC 
creates permission decisions by retrieving qualities and 
strategies.

A secure control method for blockchain data access 
based on digital certificates is described by Liu et al. [16]. 
This explanation removes the certainty to authenticate 
third-party participants’ encrypted identity signatures 
by relating blockchain integration and digital certificate 
technology to provide a safe authentication mechanism 
for private data within blockchains. Fair contract sign-
ing by numerous signers over the blockchain is made 
possible by the effective network forwarding mechanism 
selected in this study. Contract confidentiality and partic-
ipant particularity can be protected by this protocol.

Yu et  al. [17] analyze the Internet of Things data 
exchange paradigm using block chain ability. The signifi-
cances of the test model show that the block-based chain 
proposed in this study provides enhanced security and 
privacy for IoT data sharing. Send write transactions at 
100 TPS and query transactions at 250 TPS to optimize 
throughput. With a maximum write throughput of 60 
transactions per second (TPS), the model clearly displays 
its implementation potential, outperforming Ethereum 
and Bitcoin on the public chain. Data sharing and storage 
are made possible by this design, which does not depend 
on a centralized third-party organization. Additionally, it 
creates participant confidence, which guarantees secure 
data sharing.

Conventional data sharing management
Xiang et al. [18] devised a method for verifying the accu-
racy of the information, and it relies heavily on the sub-
jects chosen by the users. A relation authentication label 
was developed for this purpose. Notably, this strategy 
effectively conceals the keywords from the Cloud Service 
Provider (CSP) while adding little burden to the auditing 
procedures. These techniques use the public key (PK) for 
authentication after the private key (SK) is used to create 
homomorphic verifiable tags for the data. These systems 
do, however, run into issues with certificate administra-
tion. Managing certificates becomes more complicated 
when dealing with many users, significantly taxing the 
system.

Xiang et  al. [18] devised a method for verifying the 
accuracy of the information, and it relies heavily on the 
subjects chosen by the users. A relation authentication 
label was developed for this purpose. Notably, this strat-
egy effectively conceals the keywords from the Cloud 
Service Provider (CSP) while adding little burden to 
the auditing procedures. These techniques compute the 
homomorphic verifiable tags for the data using the pri-
vate key SK and then use the public key PK to verify that 
they are accurate. These systems do, however, run into 
issues with certificate administration. Managing cer-
tificates becomes more complicated when dealing with 
many users, significantly taxing the system.

Fan et  al. [19] Because of centralization, traditional 
CP-ABE systems lack credibility when storing and grant-
ing access policies through the internet. We address the 
aforementioned problem in this research by presenting 
a verifiable and secure one-to-many data exchange sys-
tem. Cloud non-repudiation and user self-certification 
are made possible by the usage of blockchain to record 
the access rules. Our efficient certification scheme con-
siders the computer capabilities of the vehicle user. In 
the meanwhile, we suggest a policy concealing strategy 
in light of the sensitive information found in the access 
policy. When a vehicle user wants to stop sharing data in 
vehicular social networks (VSNs), our approach also ena-
bles data revocation.

A blockchain-based access control architecture was 
put forth by Yang et al. [20]. AuthPrivacyChain designed 
unique identifiers using blockchain entity addresses for 
authentication and authorization processes. Because of 
the distributed nature of the blockchain, a new distrib-
uted and decentralized cloud access control architecture 
has been built further to increase the security and privacy 
of data applications. Wang et  al. [21] suggested a trust 
management system based on a multi-criteria decision-
making approach. Each vehicle in this model evaluates 
the messages’ dependability and determines the sender’s 
trust value. The closest Roadside Unit (RSU) receives the 
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trust values calculated by each car and processes them 
using a multi-criteria decision-making process. After a 
new block is generated, the RSU works to reach a con-
sensus before adding the block to the blockchain. The 
RSU cannot act as miners in this system due to their high 
deployment costs, which is a limitation.

Trust management schemes in cloud computing 
environments
Tian et  al. [22] provided a novel approach to decentral-
ized trust management in identity-based multi-copy 
data-sharing audits. The group manager also assesses 
user credibility and improves user behaviour manage-
ment based on trust values. Our system uses data merg-
ing to maximize efficiency, reducing the total number of 
data copies and lowering user and cloud overhead. Our 
solution, in particular, demonstrates strong security 
against forgery attempts from three different adversaries. 
To prove the effectiveness and viability of our strategy, 
we conduct thorough analyses of safety and performance 
and provide convincing evidence of its strong security 
measures and usefulness.

Gupta et  al. [23] presented the SP-MAACS architec-
ture to ensure complete security and privacy in multi-
authority access control systems designed for exchanging 
healthcare data in the cloud. This technology promotes 
scalability and adaptability by enabling data owners to 
share their information with customers in both open and 
closed domains. Our implementation results show that 
this method improves decryption effectiveness while 
maintaining privacy, providing adaptive security within 
the conventional approach. By assigning decryption work 
to proxy servers in the future, decryption efficiency can 
be increased even more. One of the areas of healthcare 
data management and privacy protection that is now 
receiving the most attention is integrating the suggested 
control mechanism with blockchain technology. Achiev-
ing this connection could improve security, privacy, and 
auditability.

Li et  al. [24] proposed cloud trust architectures typi-
cally have a centralized layout, which can result in high 
administrative costs, increased network traffic, and even 
single points of failure. The conclusions of trust ratings 
are also not widely accepted because of issues with open-
ness and traceability. Therefore, blockchain technol-
ogy is perfect for creating distributed and decentralized 
trust infrastructures. This essay looks into the potential 
for using blockchain-based trust mechanisms in existing 
public cloud environment. A multi-authority ABE that 
protects privacy while dynamically changing policies was 
suggested by Yan et al. [25]. Although this approach was 
developed for a situation involving several authorities, 
it proved ineffective in preventing dishonest individuals 

from disclosing their private keys. An attribute-level 
privacy and search system for encrypted data was pro-
posed by Najafi et al. [26]. A safe and convenient method 
of storing and retrieving patient data was designed. This 
novel method successfully protected sensitive informa-
tion by demonstrating its resistance to common key-
word-guessing assaults.

Ruan et  al. [27] introduced the Policy-Hiding and 
Multi-Authority Key Generation CP-ABE technique 
(PM-CPABE), which provided granular access control. 
This technique, in contrast to traditional techniques, 
can function in decentralized trust management systems 
without depending on a central authority with all the 
explanations. Policy masking more protects users’ ano-
nymity. The system supports a wide range of applications 
and allows for outsourced decryption as well. Thorough 
security assessments and performance associations sup-
port the usefulness and reliability of this method.

Li et  al. [28], IntegrityChain is a blockchain-based 
decentralized storage system that provides verified data 
possession (PDP). We formalize a model for a system 
in which data owners can deposit funds with hosts in 
exchange for the safekeeping of their files. In contrast, 
hosts can earn money by providing secure storage and 
be punished by losing the deposit if data loss occurs. 
We investigate the practicality of the decentralized PDP 
and evaluate the security model’s trade-off between a 
host and a data consumer. Combining multi-replica 
PDP with proof-of-retrievability, we assess the method’s 
safety and provide a functional architecture. We develop 
a smart contract and deploy it on a test network to eval-
uate the gas cost for the functions. We conduct time-
consuming local algorithm design to estimate off-chain 
consumption.

Limitations for existing system

• When dealing with a significant number of users and 
a massive volume of data, the system’s scalability may 
be a concern. As the user base and data volume grow, 
the system’s performance may remain the same, 
resulting in possible bottlenecks and slower response 
times.

• The shared data will be stored and managed by cloud 
service providers as part of the plan. However, ensur-
ing CSP trustworthiness and reliability might be dif-
ficult. If the CSPs’ security procedures are breached, 
there is a danger of unauthorized access or data 
breaches.

• Consequently, the scheme is meant to assimilate with 
an existing system, the underlying system’s restric-
tions and constraints influence its effectiveness and 
functionality. If the present system has flaws or lacks 
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essential security process, it can impact the entire 
security and dependability of the selective sharing 
scheme.

• Encryption and cryptographic keys protect data in 
the secure data selective sharing system. Effective 
key management is essential for ensuring the secu-
rity of shared data. However, securely distributing, 
preserving, and revoking keys can be difficult, espe-
cially when several users and data access levels are 
involved.

• While the plan seeks to allow selective data exchange, 
privacy concerns may still exist. Even within the sys-
tem’s specified sharing framework, users may need 
help accessing and using their data. It is critical to 
ensure adequate privacy measures and address user 
concerns to obtain user trust and acceptance.

Problem identification

• The current system needs a robust data security 
mechanism to protect the privacy, availability, and 
integrity of information. This is a significant concern, 
especially when handling private information.

• The existing system needs more selective sharing 
flexibility, making it easier for users to limit access to 
their data. There is a need for a more granular shar-
ing system that enables users to establish and manage 
access privileges efficiently.

• Relying on a centralized trust management sys-
tem raises issues about single points of failure and 
attack vulnerability. A more decentralized approach 
is required to improve the system’s resilience and 
security.

• When dealing with many shared data and numer-
ous users, the existing system may experience scal-
ability challenges. The system’s speed may decline as 
the user base and data size grow, affecting the overall 
user experience.

• Key management is critical for secure data sharing. 
However, ineffective essential management tech-
niques in the current system may result in crucial 
compromise or loss. An enhanced key management 
strategy is required to protect the security and integ-
rity of shared data.

• The system’s usability may need to be improved, 
making it difficult for non-technical users to browse 
and use the selective sharing capabilities successfully. 
To improve the user interface and overall user expe-
rience, enhancements are required.

Proposed system
System model and threat model
As shown in Fig. 1, this study investigates the examina-
tion of four separate entities within a cloud-based system 
for selective data exchange and capture. Data owners, the 
cloud server, the users, and and an authority.

Fig. 1 Proposed method of EPSDSS-PRE
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1) Data owners typically own and develop their own 
data. Data will be shared selectively, resulting in vary-
ing views for users with varied access. However, they 
lack trust in the cloud server’s control over data shar-
ing. To protect shared data, data owners create an 
access policy and encrypt it before transmitting it to 
the cloud. On the presumption that the data owners 
have complete trust for the system, they create indi-
ces for shared data.

2) Cloud Server: To establish whether the user’s require-
ments can be satisfied, the cloud server assesses 
their qualities to check if they meet the access policy 
and the trapdoor. Once these conditions are met, 
the cloud server collaborates with the users to pre-
decrypt the data using their newly updated secret 
keys and the provided trapdoor. The cloud server 
pledges to adhere to a data transmission protocol 
that accomplishes both goals by enabling pre-decryp-
tion. However, it also shows a bias in favour of the 
data providers’ information.

3) Users: Each system member has a particular set of 
characteristics determining their place. The user 
builds a trapdoor that acts as a filter for the data and 
uses a modified secret key for pre-decryption to gain 
access to only the material that interests them. The 
cloud server receives the modified secret key and 
trapdoor in a single query. It is crucial to remember 
that users keep their private keys private, ensuring 
they are not disclosed to the cloud server or any pro-
spective enemies. Users can work together on plans 
while having their personal information protected, 
thanks to this.

4) Authority: The authority represents the system’s 
primary management. It is in charge of managing 
users’ employment within the system by grant-
ing them various traits. According to the rights 
granted, it then gives each user a corresponding 
secret key. The public key has been made avail-
able, enabling index creation and data encryption. 
We take it for granted that every user has access to 
a secure channel for communication and that the 
system’s authority can be trusted entirely. Accord-
ing to the study’s premise, the power won’t cooper-
ate with the cloud server or another foe. By super-
vising and performing audits on specific agencies, 
the government or other public institutions can act 
as a trustworthy authority.

Design goals
In order to ensure efficiency and security in cloud-
based systems, this study aims to create a reliable and 
efficient method for data collection and exchange. 

This will allow consumers to select and obtain per-
tinent data, and data owners to distribute their data 
selectively. The strategy seeks to satisfy the design 
requirements for efficiency, security, soundness, and 
correctness.

• Correctness: The user’s characteristics must fit the 
access criteria in order for accurate data decryption 
to be possible, and the given trapdoor must match 
the defined index.

• Soundness: No non-interesting or undecryptable 
material should be sent to users.

• Security: The information must be kept secret to pro-
tect it from the cloud server and any unauthorized 
users. Users’ interests should not be revealed through 
the index or the trapdoor.

• Efficiency: The approach should not impose exces-
sive communication overhead or computation costs, 
particularly on users that access data using mobile 
devices with limited capabilities. Table 1 displays reg-
ularly used notations

Preliminaries
Efficient Provably Secure Data Selection Sharing Scheme 
(EPSDSS)
Definition of EPSDSS
The data selective sharing and gathering system is for-
mally referred to as [29] to satisfy all the requirements 
above.

Table 1 Describes the main notation in the proposed method

Notation Meaning

σ Security parameter

A Attribute universe

pk,mk Public and master keys

sku Secret key user

SK Private key of DR

Ti Block tag

DP, TP Data proof and tag proof

AS Access policy

mi Data block

uid Identity of user

usk, psk Private and public key of user

TD Trapdoor

msk Master secret key

CT Ciphertext

DO The data owner

DU The data user

ω The attributes set of a specific DU
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Definition 1 (DSs): These algorithms comprise a 
method for selectively sharing and acquiring data:

• Setup(1σ ) → (msk,  pk ). The safety features a com-
ponent of the setup algorithm is σ.

• SKGen ( msk , pk , Su) → sku . Each user’s (u) set of 
characteristics Su is fed into the algorithm along-
side the master secret key msk , the public key and 
the public key itself pk . For each user (u), the pro-
cedure generates a secret key sku.

• Encrypt ( pk , ( m,ω ), A) → (CT, I). Based on these 
features, the encryption mechanism is built to 
handle all inputs. There are two subroutines in the 
encryption method:

– IndexGen ( pk,  ω) → (I ,MI ) . Both the key data 
index MI associated with the keyword w and a 
arbitrary index impression MI are output by the 
function that generates the index. The keyword file 
list’s entire contents will be encrypted with MI.

– DataEnc ( pk, m , A , MI) → CT. The information 
encryption algorithm generates the ciphertext 
CT given the random index stamp MM.

• TDGen ( Sku , Sk̂u , pk , ω) → TD. Utilizing the trap-
door-generating technique with the decryption 
key Sk̂u as the input, it is possible to generate the 
related trapdoor TD.

• Test (pk, (TD, I), ( tku , CT, A)) → ĈT  or ⊥. Inputs 
for the testing procedure include the data to be 
tested (ciphertext ĈT  ), the public key pk , a set of 
trapdoors (TD and I), a distorted secret key tku , 
and the consistent access policy (A). It also has two 
test-related helper functions.

– HTest ( pk , TD, I) → (D, P) or ⊥. The test algo-
rithm is stopped, and the program stops with the 
symbol if they don’t match. If not, the function 
will obtain both the random element P, which 
contains the randomness of the index, and the 
random element D used for encryption.

– ATest ( pk, tku , CT, A, D, P) → ĈT  or ⊥. The attrib-
ute test method uses random inputs (D, P). Its 
goal is to ascertain whether the initial access pol-
icy connected to the ciphertext is content by the 
qualities of the transmuted secret key tku . The test 
algorithm is terminated, and the program ends 
with the symbol if they don’t match. If not, the 
previously decrypted ciphertext ĈT  is generated.

• Decrypt ( Sk̂u , ĈT ) → m. The inputs of the decryp-
tion algorithm are the pre-decrypted ciphertext ĈT  
and the decryption key Sk̂u . It outputs the data m.

Definition of correctness
The user can positively decrypt the data if their proper-
ties fit the related access policy and the provided trap-
door corresponds to the data index.

Definition 2 (Correctness): If AA and SS meet A, the 
data sharing and acquisition strategy DSS is accurate.
Pr Decrypt sk̂u,Test(pk , (TD, I , (tku,CT ,A))) = m = 1 

Consideration is made of the probability factor when 
choosing.

Definition of soundness
In the DSS, we assess keywords before policies. What 
would occur if a malicious cloud provided information 
directly to users who could decrypt it but didn’t need it 
(keyword match) this is too much for security to handle. 
As a result, we define soundness using the three scenar-
ios below.

– Case 1 (HTest Soundness): Failing the HTest 
becomes far more likely if the phrase in the trapdoor 
does not correspond to the term in the index.

– Case 2 (HTest Non-Bypassability): The cloud 
server shouldn’t be able to pre-decrypt the user’s 
data if possible, but the user has no intention of 
doing so.

– Case 3 (Decryption Dependability): Since the infor-
mation already decrypted for each user is specific to 
them, it is doubtful that two users will ever be able to 
decode each other’s data.

Definitions of security
In this paper, security is defined explicitly as a strategy 
involving selective data collection and sharing.

1. Data Security: In circumstances where the two 
defied plain texts share a single keyword that is 
unequal to both primary readers, we employ a 
more lenient variation of Index chosen plaintext 
attacks (IND-CPA) termed selective IND-CPA to 
ensure the integrity of the entire encryption method 
(i.e., (m0,ω), (m1,ω), and ω  = m0, ω  = m1).

Before “passive” eavesdropping may occur, data 
ciphertext must be pre-decrypted on the cloud server 
or transformed from its original form into a more easily 
decryptable form. Outsourcing ABE decryption is made 

(msk , pk) ← Setup(1σ )
Sku ← SKGen (msk , pk , Su)

(CT, I) ← Encrypt (pk , (m,), A)
(

TD, tku, Sk̂u

)

← Query(sku, pk , ω)
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easier with the Index repayable chosen ciphertext attacks 
(IND-RCCA) method as well. To protect information 
encrypted with the same method, we detail the use of 
Selective IND-RCCA Security.

Definition 3 When challenger C interacts with an 
opponent whose life is a probabilistic polynomial in 
the security limitation, the resulting game is called the 
Selective-IND-RCCA-Game.

• Init: B grants D the experiment keyword ω∗ and the 
experiment access policy B∗.

• Setup: D runs System (1σ ) to make ( msk , pk ), and 
contributes pk to B.

Phase 1: D is initialized with an integer j = 0, a set T, 
and a set D. Any of the following questions can be adap-
tively asked by A.

Phase 2: If the outputs would be either m0 or m1 , then 
D answers with a specific message test. Decrypt inquiries 
will be replied to in Phase 1 for Phase 1 queries. Phase 1 
is repeated, but B can’t ask a simple decryption question 
this time.

Guess: A generates a τ estimate.

2. Index Security: To defend the confidentiality of the 
indexed keywords, we necessitate that a challenger, 
absent disclosure of a relevant trapdoor, be unable to 
tell the difference between two indices constructed 
from keywords of identical length. We also want 
adaptive trapdoor searching, which necessitates 
semantically protected index chosen keyword attacks 
(IND-CKA). To define Selective IND-CKA security, 
we begin by choosing the challenge data in the first 
phase of the game.

• Init: A hands over the m∗ challenge information to D.
• Setup: D runs the System (1σ ) procedure to create 

( msk , pk ). It contributes pk to B
• Phase 1: B may search all trapdoors for the ωj 

keyword.
• Challenge: Both ω0 and ω1 haven’t been queried 

yet in Phase 1, so that’s the sole limitation. To 
respond to B’s index, I δ , D first flips an arbitrary 
coin δ and then executes the Encrypt method.

• Phase 2: If the disputed terms are not challenged, 
everything in Phase 2 will remain the same.

• Guess: B outputs a guess δ 

3. Trapdoor Security: Unless a matching index is made 
public, an adversary should be unable to theoretically 
tell apart two trapdoors with identical-length key-
words, as with index security.

An adversary can distinguish between the two chal-
lenge trapdoors with the help of an offline keyword-
guessing attack. The public key is necessary for index 
building because our DSS uses encryption. According 
to the weaker security model for trapdoors presented in 
this article (it is difficult to discover the inner keyword 
when the trapdoor is given), the trapdoor’s security 
needs only be one-way.

Definition 4 (Selective-IND-RCCA): For a DSS 
system to meet the security requirements of selec-
tive-IND-RCCA, adversaries’ probabilistic polyno-
mial-time attacks against the system must have a slight 
advantage.

Definition 5 Suppose a DSS strategy stops any oppo-
nent from winning the Selective-IND-CKA-Game with 
a probabilistic polynomial-time advantage by a margin 
more significant than a trivial one. In that case, it is said 
to be Selective-IND-CKA secure.

Definition 6 (DSS Security): It can be trusted if a DSS 
generates Selective-IND-CKA and Selective-IND-RCCA 
secure one-way trapdoors.

Remark 1: We presume that ω0  = ω1 and m0  = m1 
while defining particular security. This security defini-
tion, according to us, already includes the scenario in 
which ω0 = ω1 or m0 = m1.

• (m0 , ω1 ) IND ( m1 , ω1 ): Selective IND-CPA (where the 
attacker cannot obtain enough attributes) for data

• Then, we can say: ( m0 , ω0 ) IND ( m1 , ω1).

Construction of EPSDSS
System initialization by authority
The administrator starts the system’s setup algorithm.

Using the data owner’s properties, the specialist cre-
ates a secret key using the private essential generation 
technique.

SKGen ( msk , pk , Su) → sku . It selects a random integer 
rsub ∈ Z∗

p and uses that as the secret key for each user u 
with the attribute set Su.

Where u is arbitrarily selected from Z∗
p.

(1)sku =
(

(ac, bc), K = gagβu, Ka = g
a
a g

βu
a , Kb = g

a
b g

βu
b , K ′ = gu, ∀x ∈ Su :, Kx = H

(

xu
)

)
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Data encryption by owners
Our architecture uses an LSSS structure called (M, p) to 
signify the access policy. The rows of M are qualities, and 
M is a n× 1 contact conditions. The owner of the data 
then encrypts it using the subsequent procedure. We use 
the structure to convert the RCCA secure selected CPA 
secure CP-ABE.

Encrypt (pk , (m,ω), (M, p)) → (CT , I) . It is split into 
two different functions:

IndexGen (pk ,ω) → (I ,RI ) . An arbitrary text R ← {0, 1}σ 
and two arbitrary amounts st = s1 + s2 are chosen and used 
to initialize the index creation subroutine’s seed set s1, s2 ∈ X∗

p . 
The ciphertext for the input keyword w is then calculated as

The index is then displayed as

and the arbitrary index imprint RI = (R, st).

Where r1,,rn are arbitrarily selected in X∗
p . The infor-

mation owner then updates the index and sends it to 
the I ||CT ||(M, p) cloud server. Keep in mind that the 
(M, p) access policy is linked directly to the encrypted 
text.

Query generation by users
The users will use the algorithm below to produce a key-
word query:

• SKTran ( sku) → (tku, sk̂u ). Transforming with the Key 
to the Secret The user’s secret Key sku is turned into 
a transformed secret key via a subroutine picking a 
random number z ∈ X∗

p . pk as

• TDGen ( sku , sk̂u , pk , ω) → TD. The trapdoor TD is gen-
erated using the trapdoor generation procedure, which 
also accepts the decryption key t1, t2 ∈ X∗

p as an input.

cω = e
(

H0(ω), g
abc

)st

I = (I1 = D⊕H1(cω), I2 = H2(cω))

L1 =
(

gb
)s1

, L2 =
(

ga
)s2

L3 = gst .H0(ω)
st

(2)

CT =

(

C0 = m⊕H4(k),C = k .e
(

g , g
)asa

,C ′ = gsa+st .H0(R),
{

Ci = gβσi .H(p)(i)−ri ,Di = gri
}

i ∈ [1, n]

)

tku =
(

K̂ = (K )
z = gazgβuz , K̂ = (K ′)z = guz , ∀x ∈ su : K̂ x = (Kx)

z = H(x)uz
)

The query (TD, tkj ) is stored along with the cor-
responding decryption key tkj and sent to a remote 
server.

Cloud server’s test query
The cloud server starts the testing procedure once it 
receives the data and query to determine if the properties 
of the updated secret key match the access policy linked 
to the data ciphertext. Additionally, it confirms that the 
term in the trapdoor and the index match.

Test (pk , (TD, I), tku,CT , X) → CT̂  or ⊥. Keyword and 
attribute testing procedures are also a part of the overall 
testing methodology.

• KTest ( pk , (TD, I)) → (R, Q) or ⊥. The index I key-
word and the trapdoor TD are used to find a match 
in the keyword test. To begin, we get the keyword’s 
ciphertext in the form of

Next, it determines whether H2(Cω
∗) = I2 . Sym-

bolically ending the test algorithm if not. If not, then 
CW = CW applies. A second component, Q compris-
ing the unpredictable nature of the index, will also be 
returned by the function together with the arbitrary com-
ponent R used for encryption as R = I1 ⊕H1(Cω

∗).

Check (pk , tku,CT , X,R,P) → CT̂ or ⊥ . A customary 
of constants DDD, where I = {i : ρ(i) ∈ Su} is defined as 
σi = Mi.

−→
v  , can be found using the procedure, if nothing 

(3)TD =

















T1 = gact1H0(ω
∗
)
ac+act1,

T̂1 = (Kb)
z
�

gH0(ω
∗
)

�act2

T2 = gbct1H0(ω
∗
)
bc+bct1

T̂2 = (Ka)
z
�

gH0(ω
∗
)

�bct2

T3 =
�

gabc
�t1

, T̂3 =
�

gabc
�t2

















(4)Cω
∗ =

e(T1, L1).e(T2, L2)

e(T3, L3)

(5)Q =
e
(

T̂1, L1

)

.e
(

T̂2, L2

)

e
(

T̂3, L3

)
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else. Recall that ∑
i
di�i = sa is available. A calculation fol-

lows this.

Where ̂D′ = D′
/H0(R) the subroutine then does 

calculations.

It then gives you back the cleartext in the form of

Data decryption by users
By rerunning the decryption method, the user can read 
encrypted material that has already been validated.
Decrypt(ŝku, ̂CT ) → m . The ciphertext ̂CT = (S0,D, ̂D) 

and the secret decryption key ŝku are sent into the 
decryption process. At first, it calculates

The data is then recovered.

Now, it recomputes the s′ = H3 (K ,m) and checks 
whether the subsequent two equations can hold 
D = e(z, z)αg and ̂D = e(z, z)αgsa . D0 represents pre-
decrypted ciphertext. The data ‘m’ is recognized as it 
happens. The user does not care about the number of 
properties in the ciphertext, as they merely conduct sim-
ple decryption computations. The approach requires 
minimal processing resources, making it suitable for vari-
ous mobile devices.

Correctness and soundness proofs
Correctness proof
Correctness of KTest: dω∗ can be calculated as in Eq. 4.

So, we have

Correctness of ATest: Eq. 5’s solution to Eq. 6 can be 
found if w = w.

(6)P =
∏

i∈I

(e(Di
̂K ′
).e(Ei, ̂Hρ(i)))

(7)̂D =
e(̂D′, ̂K ′

)

P.Q
= e(g , g)αgsa

(8)̂DT = (C0 = m⊕H4(k), C = k .e(z, z)αsa

(9)̂D = e(z, z)αgsa)

(10)H =
D

̂D
1

ŝku

=
h.e(z, z)

αsa

(e(z, z)αgsa)
1
g

(11)m = D0 ⊕ K4(H)

(12)dω∗ = e(K0(ω∗)z)
abdst = e(K0(ω), z)

abdst = dω

(13)K0(dω∗) = K (dω)

Equation 7 can therefore be confirmed.

Soundness proof
Therefore, only when K0(ω∗) �= K0(ω),ω∗ �= ω , Q can 
be recovered to e(z, z)βugst . Let’s check out the results of 
soundness case 3 by computing the component Q with 
the modified secret key of user u2. Keep in mind that 
the variables u and z, which are unique to each user, are 
tightly linked to P and Q. To decrypt ciphertext that has 
already been encrypted, the cloud server must employ a 
trapdoor and a secret key that has been updated using 
information belonging to a third user, user u2.

Attribute‑based encryption (ABE) and proxy re‑encryption
Definition 7 An ABPRE scheme is defined in defini-
tion one as a pair of probabilistic polynomial time algo-
rithms (SETUP, KGEN, RKGN, EN, RENC, DC).
SETUP

(

1l
)

→ (qq, nl) In response to a given security 
parameter 1l , the SETUP procedure of the system will 
return the master key nl and the system public limitation.
RKGN (uk , S) → (D) : The algorithm for producing 

new keys RKGEN takes as inputs a secret key uk and 
an authorization structure S, and outputs a new key, rk.
EN (S, n) → (D) : The encryption algorithm ENC gen-

erates the ciphertext D from the inputs of the contact 
structure S and the message m.

• RENC(rk ,D) →
(

D′
)

 : The re-encryption method 
REENC first determines whether the index set in 
rk contents the entrance arrangement of C. This is 
done using the inputs of a re-key rk and a cipher-
text D . The output is then “rejected” if the check 
fails or “re-encrypted ciphertext D′ if it does.

• DC(uk ,D) → (n) : The decryption algorithm DEC 
first determines whether the index set in uk con-
tents the entree structure of D when given a secret 
key uk and a ciphertext D as inputs. Then, if the 
check is successful, a message n is output in the 
message space; then, “reject” is output.

(14)

P =
∏

i∈I

(e(Ei , ̂H).e(Ei , ̂Kρ(i)))
di

=
∏

i∈I

(e(zβσi .K (ρ(i)−ri , zuz).e(zri ,K (ρ(i))
uz
))di

=
∏

i∈I

e(z, z)βuzdiσi

= e(z, z)βuzsq

(15)

̂D = e(̂D′,̂H)

P.Q

= e(zsa .zst ,zαz=g .zβuz=g
)

e(z,z)βugsa ,e(z,z)αz=gst .e(z,z)βuz=gst

= e(z,z)αgsa e(z,z)αgst .e(z,z)βugsa e(z,z)βugst

e(z,z)βugsa ,e(z,z)αgst .e(z,z)βugst

= e(z, z)agsa
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Correctness. There are two conditions for the correct-
ness property. The following two equations must hold2 
for any communication m in the communication space.

1. DC(KGEN (T , nl),EN (S, n)) = n

2. DC
(

KGEN
(

T
′′ , nl

)

,RENC
(

RKGN
(

KGEN
(

T
′,NL

)

, S′′
)

,D
))

= n  

Where T  fulfils S , T ′ fulfils S′ , T ′′ fulfils S′′ , nl is a 
legitimate master key, D is the ciphertext associated 
with message n, and S is the access organization.

Plaintext security using selective structure selection
In the EPSDSS-PRE game, we argue that an ABPRE 
scheme demonstrates security against selected plain-
text attacks if there is no probabilistic polynomial time 
adversary A with a non-zero advantage. Init, the chal-
lenger, obtains a contest access organization S from the 
adversary A . The challenger does SETUP(1l) and pro-
vides A with the organization public limitation pp that 
is returned. It holds onto the appropriate master-key nl.

Phase 1 The opponent A asks the oracles the following 
questions:

• Key generation oracle Pkg : On input of an index set 
Ir , output a secret key uk = KGEN (Ir , nl) ; otherwise, 
output “reject” if Ir does not fulfil S∗.

• The rekey generation oracle Prkg : Given an index set 
Ir and an access organization AS, it outputs a rekey 
rk = RKGN (KGEN (Ir , nl), S) ; otherwise, it outputs 
“reject”. If Ir does not fulfil S∗ , it outputs “reject”.

• Re-encryption oracle Pre : If index set II does not 
fulfil access structure S∗ but index set II does sat-
isfy the access arrangement of ciphertext D, 
then output “reject”; else, output a ciphertext 
D′ = RENC(RKGN (KGEN (Ir , nl), S),D).

Challenge The adversary A outputs two messages of 
equal length, no, n1 , from the message space after it deter-
mines that Phase 1 is complete. The challenger encrypts 
N with S∗ using a random choice of µ ∈ {0, 1} . The adver-
sary A is then given the ciphertext D.

Phase 2 similar to Phase 1.
Guess the game is won if the adversary A s guess is 

correct, which is µ′ ∈ {0, 1} and wins the game if µ′ = µ

Satisfying on access structure
We only consider the “AND” gate-based access arrange-
ment between this system’s positive and negative 

(16)Adv
Pkg ,Prkg ,Pre
EPSDSS−PRE,A =

∣

∣

∣

∣

Pr e
[

µ
′ − µ

]

−
1

2

∣

∣

∣

∣

features. The notation denotes the contact construction 
∧+ gi

(

−gi
)3
i ∈ I  . The authority would give each user a 

secret key that corresponded to a set of attributes S ⊆ I  . 
If and only if the following conditions are satisfied, the 
user successfully decrypts the ciphertext:

• If the access structure contains +gi , then i ∈ S;
• If access structure contains −gi , then i /∈ S;

The algorithm generates these first public settings to set 
up the complete system. Users obtain the keys with any 
KGEN quality set S. The encryptor can design an access 
policy incorporating positive and negative characteristics 
through an AND gate. When the RKGN method is exe-
cuted, a rk is related with the set T of qualities, generating a 
new access construction. The translation will only succeed 
if S matches the ciphertext’s access structure. Users can 
also obtain a re-encrypted ciphertext through the RENC 
technique with the input of a valid ciphertext and a re-key. 
Repeatedly encrypted text can likewise be decrypted using 
the DC method.

• SETUP
(

1l
)

: Create a bilinear collection C of prime 
instruction q with the bilinear map e : C × C → CU 
using the SETUP

(

1l
)

 command. It then chooses 
elements x, ui(1 ≤ i ≤ 3m) in Zq and two ran-
dom producers c, h of C. For each 1 ≤ i ≤ 3m , 
let Ti := cui , and Ti′ := h

1
ui , and let X := e(c, h)x . 

〈

e, c, h,X , {Ui,Ui′}1≤i≤3m

〉

 are all part of the public 
parameter qq. The master key, abbreviated nl, is com-
posed of the positive attribute, 3 + di, the negative 
attribute, −g , and the 

〈

x, {ui}1≤i≤3m

〉

.

KGEN(T,nl): Let T  stand for an index set of character-
istics. It sets s = s1 + s2 + . . .+ sm by randomly selecting 
s1, . . . , sm from Zq . Calculate Ĝ = hx−s and, for respec-
tively i ∈ N (N = {1, 2, . . . ,m}) , as follows: if i ∈ T ,Gi,1 = h

si
ui ,

Gi,2 = h

si
u2m+i ; otherwise, Gi,1 = h

si
um+i ,Gi,2 = h

si
u2m+i ; . It produces 

the secret key of the user uk =
〈

T , (Gi,1,Gi,2)i∈N , Ĝ
〉

.
EN(n, S): Specify an access structure with S. It chooses 

random t ∈ Zq and computes D̃ = n.Xt , D̂ = ct , and 
⌣

D = ht . to encrypt a message m GT. For i ∈ N  if +gi 
appears S, then Di = Ut

i ; if −gi appears S, then Di = Stm+i; 
otherwise, Di = Ut

2m+i . It produces the value 

D =

〈

S, D̃, D̂,
⌣

D, (Di)i∈N

〉

.

RKGN(uk, S) : Define uk as a legitimate secret key made 
up of 

〈

T ,
(

Gi,1,Gi,2

)

i∈N
, Ĝ

〉

 , and let S stand for an access 
structure. It chooses random g ∈ Zq , sets D = bg , and sets 
Ĝ′ = Ĝ . For i ∈ N  : if i ∈ T ,G′

i,1 = Gi,1.(S
′
i
)g ,G′

i,2 = Gi,2.(S
′
2m+i

)g ; 
otherwise, G

′
i,1 = Gi,1.(S

′
m+i

)g ,G′
i,2 = Gi,2.(S

′
2m+i

)g ; ; C is the 
ciphertext of D under the access structure S.
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RENC(rk,D): Let D signify a well-formed ciphertext 
〈

S, D̃, D̂,
⌣

D, (Di)i∈N

〉

 , and let rk denote a valid re-key 

consisting of 
〈

T , S′,
(

G′
i,1,G

′
i,2

)

i∈N
, Ĝ′,C

〉

 . It determines 
whether T  meets S; if not, it outputs ⊥ ; if not, for i ∈ N :

Then, it calculates D = e

(

D̂, Ĝ′
)

∏

i∈N Ei = e

(

c
t , hx−

∑

m

i=1 si

)

.

e(c, h)mgt+s
∑m

i=1 si = e(c, h)xt+mgt . Output a re-encrypted cipher-

text with D′ =

〈

S′, D̃,D,
⌣

D,C

〉

.

With the number of re-encryptions, the ciphertext size 
also grows linearly.
DC(D,uk): Let uk stand for a legitimate secret key, 

such as 
〈

T , (Gi,1,Gi,2)i∈N ,
⌢

G

〉

 , It determines whether T  

meets S ; if not, it outputs ⊥ ; if not, it does

1. Assuming D is a valid ciphertext consisting of the 

characters: 
〈

S′, D̃,
⌢

D,
⌣

D, (Di)i∈N

〉

 , where i ∈ N :

• +gi appears in S , Ei = e
(

Di ,Gi,1

)

= e

(

U
t

i
, h

si
ui

)

= e(c, h)tsi ; 

• if not, −giEi = e(Di ,Gi,1) = e(Ut

m+i
, h

si
um+i ) = e(c, h)tsi ; 

• it produces Ei = e
(

Di ,Gi,2

)

= e

(

U
t

2m+i
, h

si
u2m+i

)

= e(c, h)tsi ;.

2. Alternatively, if D is a re-encrypted well-formed 

ciphertext made up of 
〈

S′, D̃,D,
⌣

D,C

〉

 it is decrypted 

using usk to get D = bg . The result is thus 
D

e

(

⌢

D,
⌢

G

)

.
∏

i∈N Ei

= n.e(c,h)xt

e(ct ,hx−s
).e(c,h)ts

= n

3. Alternatively, if D is a well-formed ciphertext that 
has been encrypted several times. The above phases 
apply to the decryption.

ABPRE security justification
Theorem: The ABPRE method ensures selectivity in the 
chosen plaintext if the ADBDH assumption holds in 
(C , CU ).

Proof. Let’s suppose that SS-CPA security for ABPRE 
can be guaranteed under the enhanced decisional Bilin-
ear Diffie-Hellman assumption.

(17)It produces the value rk =
〈

T , S
(

G
′
i,1,G

′
i,2

)

i∈N
, Ĝ′,C

〉

+gi is present in S, Ei = e
(

Di,G
′
i,1

)

= e

(

cuit , h
si+g
ui

)

= e(c, h)t(si+g);

if − gi exists in S presents Ei = e
(

Di,G
′
i,1

)

= e

(

cum+it , h
si+g
um+i

)

= e(c, h)t(si+g);

otherwise, Ei = e
(

Di,G
′
i,2

)

= e

(

cu2m+it , h
si+g

u2m+i

)

= e(c, h)t(si+g);

In the SS-CPA-ABPRE game, suppose that your oppo-
nent A has a significant advantage and wins. In order to 
find Dadbdh from Drand that isn’t completely useless. A 
simulator S can be constructed using ε2.

We initially allow the challenger to create the groups C 
and Cu using a generator g and an effective bilinear map e . 
Outside of S’s line of sight, the contestant flips a fair binary 

coin w . The contestant groups 
〈

c,B,A,D,A′,Z
〉

∈ Dadbdh 
if w = 1 , and 

〈

c,B,A,D,A′,Z
〉

∈ Drand otherwise.
Init During this step, S is given a challenging access 

structure, and they make separate notes for the index 
set of positive and negative qualities, I∗+, I∗− . After that, 
S randomly chooses l, αi ,βi, γi from Zq for i ∈ N  and 
produces the public key X = e(B,A)l, h = cl . The public 
parameters are output by S after that.

• i ∈ I
∗
+, Ui = c

αi ,Um+i = A
βi , U2m+i = A

γi ,U ′
i
= c

l

αi ,

U
′
m+i

= A
′ l

βi ,U ′
2m+i

= A
′ l

γi ;  
• i ∈ I

∗
− , Ui = A

αi ,Um+i = c
βi , U2m+i = A

γi ,U ′
i
= A

′ l

αi ,

U
′
m+i

= c
l

βi ,U ′
2m+i

= A
′ l

γi ;  
• otherwise, Ui = A

αi ,Um+i = A
βi , U2m+i = c

γi ,U ′
i
= A

′ l

αi ,

U
′
m+i

= A
l

βi ,U ′
2m+i

= c
′ l

γi ;  

Phase 1: The key generation oracle Pkg , the re-key 
generation oracle Prkg , and the encryption oracle Prenc 
are all queried by A in phase one.

• A queries Okg using the index set Ir . The security 
game states that if Ir satisfies AS, it produces. In the 
absence of this, S outputs uk after querying the 
oracle in Appendix B5 at uk =

〈

Ir ,
(

Gi,1,Gi,2

)

i∈N
, Ĝ

〉

• Using an access structure S∗ and an index set Ir , A 
queries Prkg . According to the security game, if con-
dition Ir holds, then ⊥ is generated. If not, S∗ gives 
Pkg and receives a secret key uk =

〈

Ir ,
(

Gi,1,Gi,2

)

i∈N
, Ĝ

〉

 . 
S Performs the subsequent actions:

• Set D = cg and Ĝ′ = Ĝ; by selecting g ∈ Zq at 
arbitrary;

• for i ∈ N

– i ∈ Ir , G
′
i,1 = Gi,1.(U

′
i )
g ,G′

i,2 = Gi,2.(U
′
2m+i)

g ;  
– Otherwise G′

i,1 = Gi,1.(U
′
n+i)

g ,G′
i,2 = Gi,2.(U

′
2m+i)

g ;  
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4. rk =
〈

Ir , S,
(

G′
i,1,G

′
i,2

)

i∈N
, Ĝ′,C

〉

 , where C is the 
access structure AS-compliant ciphertext of D.

5. Including an access structure S′ , a ciphertext 
D =

〈

S, D̃,
⌢

D,
⌣

D, (Di)i∈N

〉

 , and an index set Ir . A request 

is sent from A to Prenc . If condition (II) meets condi-
tion (S) in the security game, then Ir produces. Ir out-
puts ⊥ if S is not satisfied. S′ then sends (Ir , S′ ) to the 
re-key generation oracle, where he receives.

The ciphertexts D are re-encrypted by S using rk . For 
i ∈ N :

It then calculates D = e

(

⌢

D,
⌢

G

′)
∏

i∈N Ei = e(c
t , hx−

∑

m

i=1 si ).

e(c, h)mgt+t
∑m

i=1 si = e(c, h)xt+mgt It then outputs the 
ciphertext that has been re-encrypted.

Result and discussion
Experimental setup
The Pairing-Based Cryptography Library (PBC) is used to 
test the effectiveness of this strategy. A server with 32 GB 
of RAM and a 3.60  GHz Intel Core i9-9900KF CPU can 
be used to imitate cloud service providers’ activities. The 
file used in this experiment is split up into 1000, 2000, 
3000, 4000, and 5000 data blocks, with a 1  MB file size 
for each data block. According to the testing results, this 
scheme’s tag production speed is comparable to that of the 
ID-MRPDP, MDSS, CP-ABE, and MA-ABE schemes. The 
more data blocks that need to be tagged, the longer it takes 
to generate tags. Compared to the previous two methods, 
this approach generates less hash information but returns 
tags faster. This system is safer and more effective than 
the ID-MRPDP, MDSS, CP-ABE, and MA-ABE schemes, 
according to thorough study and experimental data.

Performance validation
In this section, we evaluate our method in comparison 
to several multi-copy integrity auditing techniques. 

rk =
〈

Ir , S
′,
(

G′
i,1,G

′
i,2

)

i∈N
, Ĝ′,C

〉

− If+ gi performs in S, Ei = e
(

Di,G
′
i,1

)

= e

(

cuit , h
si+g
ui

)

= e(c, h)t(si+g);

− If− gi appears in S, Ei = e(Di,G
′
i,1) = e(cum+it , h

si+g
um+i ) = e(c, h)t(si+g);

otherwise Ei = e(Di,G
′
i,1) = e(cu2m+it , h

si+g
u2m+i ) = e(c, h)t(si+g);

(18)Drecn =

〈

S′, D̃, D,
⌣

D,C

〉

For example, there is CP-ABE, which is a certificateless 
multi-copy integrity auditing scheme that accounts for 
data dynamics; ID-MRPDP, which is an identity-based 
provable multi-copy data possession scheme designed 
for use with multiple clouds; and MDSS, which is 
another certificateless multi-copy integrity auditing 
scheme, as mentioned in reference [30]. First exhibited 
are functionality comparisons between our system and 
the precedent designs. Then, several entities’ time and 
communication costs are illustrated. The time cost of 
distinct entities is then demonstrated through experi-
ments. We also compare the overall scheme and our 
approach’s capacity to recover data [31, 32].

Accuracy analysis
A comparison of the EPSDSS-PRE strategy’s accuracy to 

various existing methods is shown in Fig. 2 and Table 2. 
The graph illustrates how the deep learning approach has 
an improved efficiency with maximum accuracy. In con-
trast to the accuracy values of 89.04%, 76.22%, 82.19%, 
and 85.14% for the ID-MRPDP, MDSS, CP-ABE, and 
MA-ABE models, the EPSDSS-PRE model has an accu-
racy of 96.53% for 1000 data blocks. However, the EPS-
DSS-PRE model has performed better with various data 
sizes. The EPSDSS-PRE model has an accuracy of 99.15% 
under 5000 data blocks, compared to the ID-MRPDP, 
MDSS, CP-ABE, and MA-ABE models, which have 
accuracy values of 92.38%, 79.87%, 85.14%, and 87.68%, 
respectively.

Encryption time analysis
In Table 3 and Fig. 3, the encryption time of the proposed 
EPSDSS-PRE methodology is compared to that of exist-
ing techniques. The data clearly shows that the EPSDSS-
PRE technique outperformed all the other strategies. 
The suggested EPSDSS-PRE approach, for example, took 
only 231.04 ms to encrypt with 1000 data block, whereas 
other current methods such as ID-MRPDP, MDSS, CP-
ABE, and MA-ABE have taken 476.75  ms, 789.31  ms, 
954.32 ms, and 514.98 ms, respectively. Similarly, the sug-
gested EPSDSS-PRE approach takes 311.84 ms to encrypt 
5000 data blocks, while existing techniques like ID-
MRPDP, MDSS, CP-ABE, and MA-ABE take 536.29 ms, 
867.18  ms, 1289.74  ms, and 628.76  ms, respectively as 
their encryption time.
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Decryption time analysis
In Table 4 and Fig. 4, the Decryption time of the pro-
posed EPSDSS-PRE methodology is compared to that 
of existing techniques. The data clearly shows that the 
EPSDSS-PRE technique outperformed all the other 
strategies. The suggested EPSDSS-PRE approach, for 
example, took only 209.14  ms to decrypt with 1000 

data blocks, whereas other current methods such as 
ID-MRPDP, MDSS, CP-ABE, and MA-ABE have taken 
812.78  ms, 1067.21  ms, 946.17  ms, and 549.78  ms, 
respectively. Similarly, the suggested EPSDSS-PRE 
approach takes 376.14 ms to decrypt 5000 data blocks, 
while existing techniques like ID-MRPDP, MDSS, 
CP-ABE, and MA-ABE take 915.19  ms, 1183.92  ms, 
1074.31  ms, and 685.02  ms, respectively as their 
decryption time.

Key generation time analysis
In Table 5 and Fig. 5, the key generation time of the pro-
posed EPSDSS-PRE methodology is compared to that of 
existing techniques. The data clearly shows that the EPS-
DSS-PRE technique outperformed all the other strate-
gies. The suggested EPSDSS-PRE approach, for example, 
took only 104.98 ms to generate key for 1000 data blocks, 
whereas other current methods such as ID-MRPDP, 
MDSS, CP-ABE, and MA-ABE have taken 239.18  ms, 
321.04  ms, 413.32  ms, and 564.81  ms, respectively. 
Similarly, the suggested EPSDSS-PRE approach takes 
210.34  ms to generate key for 5000 data blocks, while 
existing techniques like ID-MRPDP, MDSS, CP-ABE, 
and MA-ABE take 283.56 ms, 372.85 ms, 491.58 ms, and 
593.76 ms, respectively to generate keys.

Memory usage
A comparison of the EPSDSS-PRE strategy’s memory 
usage to various existing methods is shown in Fig.  6 
and Table  6. The graph illustrates how the deep learn-
ing approach has an improved efficiency with low 

Fig. 2 Accuracy analysis for EPSDSS –PRE method with existing systems

Table 2 Accuracy analysis for EPSDSS –PRE method with 
existing systems

No of data 
block

ID‑MRPDP MDSS CP‑ABE MA‑ABE EPSDSS‑PRE

1000 89.04 76.22 82.19 85.14 96.53

2000 89.32 78.94 82.95 86.73 96.89

3000 90.51 78.41 83.42 86.29 97.14

4000 91.43 79.43 84.95 87.13 98.62

5000 92.38 79.87 85.14 87.68 99.15

Table 3 Encryption time analysis for EPSDSS –PRE method with 
existing systems

No of data 
block

ID‑MRPDP MDSS CP‑ABE MA‑ABE EPSDSS‑PRE

1000 476.75 789.31 954.32 514.98 231.04

2000 498.51 801.88 1054.21 538.14 245.19

3000 521.05 832.14 1099.32 567.93 278.19

4000 482.06 841.05 1210.84 598.12 295.43

5000 536.29 867.18 1289.74 628.76 311.84
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memory usage. In contrast to the memory usage values 
of 73.198%, 48.127%, 61.293%, and 58.310% for the ID-
MRPDP, MDSS, CP-ABE, and MA-ABE models, the 
EPSDSS-PRE model has a memory usage of 32.190% for 
1000 data blocks. However, the EPSDSS-PRE model per-
formed better with various data sizes. The EPSDSS-PRE 
model has a memory usage of 36.531% under 5000 data 
blocks, compared to the ID-MRPDP, MDSS, CP-ABE, 
and MA-ABE models, which have memory usage values 
of 78.215%, 54.927%, 66.318%, and 65.175%, respectively.

Data transfer rate analysis
A comparison of the EPSDSS-PRE strategy’s data trans-
fer rate to various existing methods is shown in Fig.  7 

Fig. 3 Encryption time analysis for EPSDSS –PRE method with existing systems

Table 4 Decryption time analysis for EPSDSS –PRE method with 
existing systems

No of data 
block

ID‑MRPDP MDSS CP‑ABE MA‑ABE EPSDSS‑PRE

1000 812.78 1067.21 946.17 549.78 209.14

2000 843.92 1103.84 963.32 593.14 243.85

3000 876.81 1094.78 994.93 615.05 285.43

4000 891.04 1123.83 1027.63 643.84 301.43

5000 915.19 1183.92 1074.31 685.02 376.14

Fig. 4 Decryption time analysis for EPSDSS –PRE method with existing systems
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and Table  7. The graph illustrates how the deep learn-
ing approach has an improved efficiency with high data 
transfer rate. In contrast to the data transfer rate values of 
59.42%, 73.95%, 65.74%, and 80.21% for the ID-MRPDP, 
MDSS, CP-ABE, and MA-ABE models, the EPSDSS-PRE 
model has a data transfer rate of 93.12% for 1000 data 
blocks. However, the EPSDSS-PRE model performed bet-
ter with various data sizes. The EPSDSS-PRE model has a 
data transfer rate of 97.32% under 5000 data blocks, com-
pared to the ID-MRPDP, MDSS, CP-ABE, and MA-ABE 

Table 5 Key generation time analysis for EPSDSS –PRE method 
with existing systems

No of data 
block

ID‑MRPDP MDSS CP‑ABE MA‑ABE EPSDSS‑PRE

1000 239.18 321.04 413.32 564.81 104.98

2000 263.47 374.28 473.85 573.23 121.31

3000 254.59 351.73 463.92 543.19 154.82

4000 271.06 369.31 483.17 563.93 193.52

5000 283.56 372.85 491.58 593.76 210.34

Fig. 5 Key generation time analysis for EPSDSS –PRE method with existing systems

Fig. 6 Memory usage analysis for EPSDSS –PRE method with existing systems
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models, which have data transfer rate values of 67.94%, 
79.04%, 72.54%, and 90.43%, respectively.

Error rate analysis
A comparison of the EPSDSS-PRE strategy’s error rate to 
various existing methods is shown in Fig.  8 and Table  8. 
The graph illustrates how the deep learning approach has 
an improved efficiency with minimum error rate. In con-
trast to the error values of 43.902%, 76.392%, 63.184%, and 
59.143% for the ID-MRPDP, MDSS, CP-ABE, and MA-
ABE models, the EPSDSS-PRE model has a minimum 
error rate of 24.194% for 1000 data blocks. However, the 

EPSDSS-PRE model performed better with various data 
sizes. The EPSDSS-PRE model has an error rate of 29.432% 
under 5000 data blocks, compared to the ID-MRPDP, 
MDSS, CP-ABE, and MA-ABE models, which have an 
error rate of 52.178%, 80.483%, 69.483%, and 64.392%, 
respectively.

Conclusion
In conclusion, when integrated with cloud-based 
decentralized trust management systems, the suggested 
data selective sharing scheme offers a practical and 
verifiably secure method for protecting sensitive data. 

Table 6 Memory usage analysis for EPSDSS –PRE method with existing systems

No of data block ID‑MRPDP MDSS CP‑ABE MA‑ABE EPSDSS‑PRE

1000 73.198 48.127 61.293 58.310 32.190

2000 74.274 50.943 62.429 59.148 35.519

3000 77.219 51.084 63.492 60.732 35.854

4000 76.043 53.741 64.841 62.843 36.273

5000 78.215 54.927 66.318 65.175 36.531

Fig. 7 Data transfer rate analysis for EPSDSS –PRE method with existing systems

Table 7 Data transfer rate analysis for EPSDSS –PRE method with existing systems

No of data block ID‑MRPDP MDSS CP‑ABE MA‑ABE EPSDSS‑PRE

1000 59.42 73.95 65.74 80.21 93.12

2000 62.35 75.28 68.43 89.32 94.53

3000 60.59 71.42 70.32 85.64 95.15

4000 63.14 77.23 67.18 89.21 96.21

5000 67.94 79.04 72.54 90.43 97.32
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By allowing users to share data while controlling access 
permissions selectively, the project addresses privacy 
concerns and provides robust protection against unau-
thorized disclosure. Leveraging the power of cloud 
computing and decentralized trust management, the 
scheme offers scalability and reliability while ensuring 
the integrity and confidentiality of shared data. Over-
all, this research contributes to advancing certain data-
sharing practices in cloud environments, paving the 
way for enhanced privacy and data protection in the 
digital age. This study created a cloud-based, decentral-
ized trust management system called the Efficient Prov-
ably Secure Data Selection Sharing Scheme (EPSDSS). 
The suggested EPSDSS solution uses sophisticated 
cryptographic methods, including attribute-based 
encryption (ABE) and proxy re-encryption (PRE), to 
establish fine-grained access control over shared data. 
A decentralized trust management system ensures the 
dependability and responsibility of participating enti-
ties, hence mitigating the risks associated with central-
ized trust models. The proposed EPSDSS-PRE system 
would allow data owners to regulate granular access to 

their data while allowing users to modify data gathering 
without identifying their preferences. The EPSDSS rec-
ognizes shared data and creates short fingerprints for 
data that can successfully avoid detection before cloud 
storage in our scheme. Furthermore, the DTMS analy-
ses user trustworthiness and improves user behaviour 
administration based on this computation. Using data 
merging, we lower the overall data selection and the 
stress on users and the cloud. Our technology is secure 
enough to survive forgery assaults from three different 
attackers. Future work could focus on further enhanc-
ing the performance of the Efficient Provably Secure 
Data Selective Sharing (EP-SDSS) scheme. This could 
involve exploring new cryptographic techniques, data 
structures, or algorithms to improve the scheme’s effi-
ciency, such as reducing computational overhead or 
communication costs.
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